Mechanism of the forbidden [3s,5s]-sigmatropic shift: orbital symmetry influences stepwise mechanisms involving diradical intermediates.
The mechanisms of [3s,5s]-sigmatropic shifts of octa-1,3,7-triene and 7-methylenenona-1,3,8-triene have been elaborated using B3LYP and BPW91 density functional theory and CASPT2 methods. These orbital symmetry forbidden rearrangements are stepwise, involving diradical intermediates. A comparison with several [3,3]-sigmatropic shifts of substituted hexadienes and of [5,5]-sigmatropic shifts that are allowed, but nevertheless follow stepwise paths, shows that the activation barrier for the disallowed [3,5] shift is significantly larger than that for the stepwise reactions that are orbital symmetry allowed. Cyclic diradicals that have an aromatic circuit of electrons including the two radical centers and conjugated pi or sigma bonds are stabilized as compared to cyclic diradicals with an antiaromatic circuit of electrons. This applies to the transition states leading to and from the diradicals and influences the activation energies of stepwise sigmatropic shifts. The magnitudes of these effects are small but will have a significant influence on the rates of competing processes. This series of calculations has been used to assess the relative capabilities of the two functionals. We find that BPW91 underestimates the endothermicity of diradical formation and the barrier to diradical formation whereas B3LYP overestimates these quantities.